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A BST R A C T 
Web accessibility evaluations are typically done by means of 

sessments. Metrics about acces-
sibility are devoted to quantify accessibility level or accessibility 
barriers, providing numerical synthesis from such evaluations. It 
is worth noting that, while automatic tools usually return binary 
values (meant as the presence or the absence of an error), human 
assessment in manual evaluations are subjective and can get val-
ues from a continuous range.  
In this paper we present a model which takes into account multi-
ple manual evaluations and provides final single values. In partic-
ular, an extension of our previous metric BIF, called cBIF, has 
been designed and implemented to evaluate consistence and effec-
tiveness of such a model. Suitable tools and the collaboration of a 
group of evaluators is supporting us to provide first results on our 
metric and is drawing interesting clues for future researches. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems  human 
factor. H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User 
interfaces - Evaluation/methodology. H.5.4 [Information Inter-
faces and Presentation]: Hypertext/Hypermedia - User issues. 
K.4.2 [Social Issues]: Handicapped persons/special needs. 

General T erms 
Measurement, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors, 
Verification. 

K eywords 
Web Accessibility, Evaluation, Monitoring, Metrics.  

1. IN T R O DU C T I O N 

specific metric or measure, such a quote states that numerical 
synthesis can reveal specific aspects of a given phenomenon, 
which are helpful to understand it.  
Unfortunately, getting a quantitative estimation can be a complex 
process: as for measuring accessibility two main issues have to be 
addressed to compute a quantitative estimation that combines both 
automatic and manual evaluations, done by humans, and involv-
ing also tests conducted by users with disabilities. On the other 
hand, exploiting suitable metrics can be strategic in analyzing and 
comparing the accessibility levels and barriers of a large amount 
of Web sites. 
Manual evaluation of any accessibility barrier is a task performed 
by one or more experts, with the aim of evaluating how much the 
barrier afflicts the navigation by users with disabilities. This esti-
mation is usually expressed by using a range of possible values (in 
our work we have chosen the [0, 1] real numbers interval).  
The first necessary step to obtain a unique final value is suitably 
combining the set of numerical assessments coming from different 
human evaluations. Due to the subjective nature of this kind of 
evaluation activity, values can be distributed into the given range. 
Finally, the more experts' assessments contribute to compute a 
value, the more this value can be considered stable and reliable. 
Synthesize a plethora of assessments on the same barrier as a 
single value is the due pro

 
The second step consists in mixing up the manual evaluation 
together with the automatic ones, which are performed by an 
accessibility evaluation system (in our case we have used 
AChecker [4]). Some barriers should be evaluated both with an 
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automatic parsing and a manual assessment. Each automatic con-
trol detects well-known errors, defined by specific syntactic pat-
terns (in our case they are directly referred to WCAG 2.0 tech-
niques). Then the automatic evaluation system outputs 1 for each 
detected barrier, 0 otherwise. As an example, let us consider the 
combination between the IMG element and its ALT attribute:  

1. If the ALT attribute is omitted the automatic check out-
puts 1.  

2. If the ALT attribute is present the automatic check out-
puts 0.  

In both cases a manual evaluation might state that:  
 there is no lack of information once the images are hid-

den (this can happen in case 1, if the image is a pure 
decorative one); 

 there is a lack of information once the image is hidden.  
Value combinations are possible and to mix all the cases in a 
metric is another issue which has to be addressed. We could assert 
that the manual assessment is more important than the automatic 
one. We could assert that they identically quantify the height of a 
barrier afflicting the navigation done by the user with disabilities. 
Finally, we could say that the automatic assessment is more im-
portant than the manual one. There are many reasons supporting 
all these points of view and dealing with this aspect is out of the 
scope of this paper. 
Summing up, in this work we have investigated the above issues 
and we approached a solution to provide a metric about many 

c-
count its integration with automatic assessment on the same tar-
get. The very general principles which led us are feasibility and 
simplicity.  
Many works about accessibility measurements are available in 
literature [2, 6, 7]. They propose metrics (derived from automatic 
controls and manual evaluations) measuring syntactic correctness, 
its implicit semantics (referring to actual barriers in accessing 
Web resources), or integrating these two aspects. However, the 
critical problem of choosing unique values from multiple manual 
evaluation results is never dealt with. The metrics we present here 
has been inspired by such previous and related works (in particu-
lar by Giorgio Brajnik's Barrier Walkthrough method [2]), but it 
has been defined and adapted so as to take into account manual 
evaluations done by different human operators.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
(Gathering and Reporting Data  The VaMoLà System) will 
describe the systems which have been exploited in order to gather 
and report data about Web sites accessibility, by means of auto-
matic and semi-automatic evaluation and monitoring activities. 
Section 3 (The CBIF metric) will detail our proposed metric, 
measuring automatic and manual evaluations and it will present 
how we model our metric to take into account different manual 
evaluations done by many experts. Section 4 (Assessment and 
experimental results) will present an experiment we are assessing 
and briefly discuss some first results. Finally Section 5 (Conclu-
sions) will close the paper, by showing some final considerations 
and future work. 

2. G A T H E RIN G A ND R EPO R T IN G D A T A 
 T H E V A M O L À SYST E M 

The CBIF metric is based on a previous metric, named BIF [1, 5], 
which has been designed and proved thanks to the huge amount of 
data coming from a suitable automatic system for accessibility 

evaluation and monitoring. Such a system, that is called VaMolà 
(an acronym standing for Accessibility Validator and Monitor in 
the Italian language) is born from a collaboration between the 
University of Bologna and The Emilia-Romagna Region [5]. Its 
design and development have been led by the necessity of build-
ing a system capable to:  

 evaluate Web contents accessibility according to the 
constraints of different sets of guidelines and require-
ments (including the Italian regulation),   

 automatically, periodically and parametrically gather da-
ta about accessibility from a huge amount of URLs, 

 provide a geo-political view of monitored contents. 
The first instance of the above list has been satisfied with the 
implementation of a specific validator, starting from Achecker by 
IDRC [4]. The VaMoLà validator extends and customizes con-
trols to the ones the Italian Regulation state, letting users set up a 
variety of parameters, thereby making them able to focus on spe-
cific checks or groups of checks. In its latest release, WCAG 2.0 
controls have been exhaustively added to the application [8].  
In order to accomplish the second and third instances of the list 
above, a specific application has been designed and implemented. 
It has been called AMA (Accessibility Monitoring Application) 
and integrates the VaMolà validator as its accessibility evaluation 
engine. AMA lets the users define a series of parameters to moni-
tor accessibility of a wide amount of sites: from the depth of anal-
ysis (in terms of links and pages), to the checks to be done, up to 
the time interval among accessibility evaluations. A suitable data-
base can be populated with the URLs to be monitored, their geo-
graphical position and their role inside the structure of public 
administration [1, 5]. AMA automatically and periodically 
launches the VaMoLà validator for such URLs, gathering results 
for reporting. Tabular and graphics views of results can be shown 
on a Web browser. Reports are completely customizable by users 
as well. Finally, a mashup with GoogleMaps service let users to 
see results on a geo-political map. 
VaMoLà supports the integration between the measurement of 
accessibility on the syntactic domain and on the semantic one 
(human-evaluation). In fact, AMA provides a long series of warn-
ings about the necessity of human controls on specific elements of 
a Web page, thereby letting experts to focus on them. 

3. T H E C BI F M E T RI C 
The goal of our metric is measuring how far a Web page is from 
its accessibility version. In other words, it is a quantitative synthe-

by means of assistive technologies. Hence, the lower is the result-
ing value and the better is the accessibility level of the evaluated 
Web page. To associate errors to barriers in the most effective 
way, we analyzed WCAG 2.0 and their related Techniques [8]. 
For each error, success criteria and techniques have been used to 
identify disabilities/assistive technologies it affects. 
A first version of our metric (named Barriers Impact Factor, BIF) 
is computed on the basis of a barrier-error association table [1]. 
This table reports, for each error detected in evaluating WCAG 
2.0, the list of assistive technologies/disabilities affected by such 
an error. Barriers have been grouped into 7 sets, which impact in 
the following assistive technologies and disabilities: screen read-
er/blindness; screen magnifier/low vision; color blindness; input 
device independence/movement impairments; deafness; cognitive 
disabilities; photosensitive epilepsy. Details about BIF metric are 



available in [1, 5]. For the sake of simplicity, manually checked 
controls are not taken into account in this version of the metric. 
In order to better quantify accessibility barriers within a Web 
page, thereby providing a more realistic synthesis, we have decid-
ed to take into account the whole amount of controls (including 
manual assessments). First of all, we have analyzed the validation 
checks, comparing them with WCAG 2.0 success criteria and then 
we have identified relationships among them. Whenever a valida-
tion check fails, it means that a certain accessibility error occurs 
or that a manual control is necessary (to certify the effective pres-
ence of an error or not). Success criteria suggest checks on the 
basis of Techniques and Failures [8]. Some of them are devoted to 
identify different aspects and shapes of the same accessibility 
barrier, showing some intersections in checks, which have to be 
manually controlled. In order to avoid overlapping controls on the 
same accessibility error, we have grouped all the checks into 
disjoined sets, on the basis of each barrier. Whenever at least one 
check of a specific group fails, then the related accessibility barri-
er is actually found in the analyzed Web page. Each barrier is 
related to one (and only one) success criterion and then to one 
level of conformity: A, AA or AAA. We have assumed that, dif-
ferently from syntactic shortcomings which take binary values, 
manual evaluations take values on the [0, 1] real numbers interval. 
In particular, 1 means that an accessibility error occurs, 0 means 
the absence of that accessibility error. The cBIF value for each 
barrier is computed as follows:   
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where: 

 i represents an accessibility barrier, according to detect-
ed errors; 

 cBIF(i) is the Barrier Impact Factor referred to i, which 
takes into account both manual and automatic checks; 

 Ea(i) represents the number of detected errors which 
causes the i barrier and which are automatically con-
trolled; 

 Em(i) represents the number of detected errors which 
causes the i barrier and which are manually controlled 
by an accessibility expert; 

 m(i) is a parametric weight assigned to the manual eval-
uation related to the i barrier; 

 a(i) is a parametric weight assigned to the automatic 
evaluation related to the i barrier. 

 weight(i) represents the weight which has been assigned 
to the i barrier (related to the corresponding level of 
WCAG 2.0 conformity, A, AA or AAA); 

 #check(i) represents the number of checks (related to the 
i barrier) that the system has actually performed (to 
normalize the number of errors in terms of evaluated 
checks). 

In our proposed metric, each i barrier is evaluated by:  
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where parameters m(i) and a(i) aim to weight respectively the role 
of manual and automatic evaluations. Such parameters can be 
differently assessed for each i barrier and all the cases can be 
classified as follows: 

1. m(i)=a(i): in this case the formula is a mere average be-
tween )(iEm  and )(iEa ; 

2. m(i)>a(i): in this case the failure in manual assessment 
is considered more significant than the automatic one; 

3. m(i)<a(i): in this case the failure in automatic assess-
ment is considered more significant than the manual 
one. 

The following tables represent a sort of path-matrix or directed 
graph, to relate manual and automatic checks. Cells contain ex-
pected values of integrated evaluations whenever syntactic or 
semantics checks fail or not. Narrows point out a possible order in 
weighting final values: in particular, as for Figure 1, we can say 
that failure on manual checks is considered more significant than 
the automatic one (case 2, in the above list). On the contrary, 
Figure 2 shows the case that failure on automatic checks is con-
sidered more significant than the manual one (case 3, in the above 
list). Hence, accessibility level is assumed to increase or decrease 
by moving from one cell to another of the same row/column. Cell 
values are maximum and minimum values for each weight in our 
metric.  
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F igure 1  Path-matrix , case 2 
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F igure 2 - Path-matrix , case 3 

(i.e. any final value for manually checked barriers) for cBIF, is 
addressed to the way of arranging evaluations done by many 
experts. On the one hand, the presence of more than one manual 
evaluation about the height of any given obstacle in accessing 
Web content is expectable. On the other hand such a multiplicity 
implies any rule or model to consistently synthesize all the given 
rates. The more human operators provide evaluation about an 
accessibility barrier and the more the value they express (in terms 
of accessibility level) can be meant as reliable. This behavior is 
very similar to the online rating systems ones. It has become a 
popular feature in the Web 2.0 applications and it typically in-
volves a set of reviewers assigning rating scores (based on various 
evaluation criteria) to a set of objects [3]. In particular, reviewers 
can develop trust and distrust on rated objects depending on a few 
rating and trust related factors [3]. It is worth noting that new 
reviewers rating can be influenced by already expressed evalua-
tions from other reviewers. Moreover this new additional weight 
of manual evaluations cannot be a mere average values, because 
variance must be considered in order to reinforce or not the whole 



computed accessibility level. All these aspects have to be taken 
into account in defining our metric. 

As for cBIF, we adopted a very simple statistical model and some 
very general assumptions about gathered rates. The following list 
summarizes the issues of such a model: 

 Each human evaluation about accessibility of a given 
Web content is requested to be quantified as a value 
over the real numbers interval [0, 1].   

 Every human evaluation is done without previously 
knowing the other ones referring to the same content 
and/or the same barrier. 

 The average and 2  variance are computed for the 
set of evaluations about such assessment (i.e. for the 
rates that a given sample of experts has assigned). They 
can be exploited in measuring the highness of the refer-
ring barrier. Such values are used as )(iEm  on the cBIF 
formula, which we detailed above. 

Summing up, for any given analyzed element of code, once it is 
associated to any thi barrier, a unique value emerges, correspond-

p-
m-

 
assessments contribute to compute a value, the more this value 
can be considered stable and reliable.  

4. ASSESSM E N T A ND E XPE RI M E N T A L 
R ESU L TS 
As a first assessment of our proposed metric, we have evaluated 
the accessibility of a set of Web pages, by means of the AMA 
monitoring system, involving a group of experts (composed by 5 
people). We have evaluated 10 Web sites of Italian Public Admin-
istration according to WCAG 2.0 success criterion 1.1.1, by using 
the automatic validator of the AMA system. Then, we asked to the 
experts group to rate accessibility barriers for the same pages 
(mainly related to adequateness of image textual alternatives), 
according to a range over the real numbers interval [0, 1]. During 
the whole experiment we have assigned 2 to the m parameter and 
1 to the a parameter (see the cBIF parameters as discussed in the 
previous Section).  
Experts group has faced different kind of situations and errors in 
the textual alternatives of images, from too long alt text for pure 
decorative images to the absence of alt, title or any other textual 
clue for images used as links.  
Resulting variance shows that the experts have assigned different 
values for some images evaluation, thereby expressing that they 
disagree. In this experiment, manual evaluations have always been 
conducted by the whole group of experts. In future works we will 
com
assessment, so as to better discuss about evaluation reliability. It 
is worth mentioning that such results are related to the mere eval-
uations of 1.1.1. success criterion. Results evaluations must be 
completed, by extending assessments to the whole set of accessi-
bility barriers and related automatic checks. 
It is worth mentioning that this is an ongoing work. Our experts 
are still conducting manual evaluations and we are still appraising 
how to adjust our proposed metric on the basis of preliminary 

t-
ter represent results of evaluations done by many experts. 

5. C O N C L USI O N A ND F U T UR E W O R KS 
This paper presents an accessibility metric, which has been de-
signed with the aim of evaluating barriers as a whole, combining 
results provided by using automatic tools and manual evaluations 
done by experts. We have identified different issues in combining 
values gathered from these two different sources and suggested 
solutions to obtain a feasible barrier evaluation. The defined met-
ric has been preliminary tested by measuring the barriers in sever-
al local public administration sites. Five experts are supporting the 
evaluation by manually assessing barriers related to WCAG 2.0 
1.1.1 (as specified by the WCAG 2.0 techniques). We used the 
automatic monitoring system AMA both to verify the page con-
tent and to collect data from manual evaluations.  
There are two main open issues that we want to address as future 
works: (i) propose and discuss weights for the whole WCAG 2.0 
set of barriers; (ii) investigate how the number of experts involved 
in the evaluation, together with their rating variance, could influ-
ence the reliability of the computed values. 
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